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Trendy metallic 
furniture for the style you want



FurnitureKraft International is built on the basis of
developing strong, robust furniture. 
Furniture Kraft was established in 2004, We are
cognizant of the varying needs of each of our clients. In
order to create personalized solutions, we have created
individual brands – Metallika By FurnitureKraft – with a
variety of options under each to suit unique design and
cost requirements.

We have worked with leading stores and online
platforms, The Brand of Metallika, we believe in the
power of good design, and how it can transform homes.
All our Metallika furniture’s are developed based on
your behaviors, needs and desires. Our range of beds,
sofas and tables are practical, durable and
comfortable, offering you peace of mind and value for
money.

FACTORY AT A GLANCE
 

Located in Mumbai,
Close to port access

PEOPLE 
COUNT

250

FACTORY
SIZE

55,000 sq ft

IN-HOUSE 
POWDER 
COATING PLANT

OEM FACILITY AVAILABLE

Brands we work with



Redefine your home 

with

"

 

At Metallika, we believe how a well designed piece
of furniture can transform homes.
All our furniture is developed with intricacy and
skillful craftsmanship. 
We pay a great deal of attention to
every little detail that goes in our product 
development process and make sure our
customers get nothing but the best of
what we have to offer.

Metallika.."

 

We offer a versatile range of products that
include all types of home furniture from beds,
wardrobes, sofas, sofa cum beds, dinings, bunk
beds and many more which can suit any type of
household and give it an aesthetic modern look.
Metallika is renown to provide good quality
furniture that is proven to be the most durable
in the long run.



"Life is too short for
boring furniture."

 

If you're looking for ideas to brighten
your children's rooms, browse through 
plenty of options here. No doubt, 
the kids will look forward to their
bedtime routine.

 

Bunk beds
Single beds
Bunk with queen
Bunk with futon
Prince beds
Study desks
Wardrobe

 

Metallika kids collection

Kids room



Inspired by children’s scenery drawings,  the Nature bed is designed
keeping in mind the fantasies of kids. When the kids outgrows 
the bunk bed, it can be used as two separate beds.
Dimensions: 198L x 98W x 175H cm

Origami Bunk Bed         FK BB 6115Nature Bunk Bed        FK BB 6114
Inspired by paper planes and paper boats, the Origami bed is designed
keeping in mind the fantasies of kids. When the kids outgrow the bunk bed,
it can be used as two separate beds.

Paris Scarlet Bumblebee Pepsi Ivory
© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Cloud design Mountains design

Colors:

Dimensions: 198L x 98W x 175H cm

Plane designBoat design

198 cm

175 cm

98 cm



The Bucharest bunk cum sofa bed plays a double agent where you can
sleep and seat in comfort. It is a bunk bed with a curvy design that also
turns into a sofa for those large family occasions.
Dimensions: 198L x 98W x 174H cm

Vladivostol Bunk Bed          FK BB 6095Bucharest Bunk Bed       FK BB 6094
 The Vladivostok bunk bed is perfect for the kids bedtime pillow fights. It is
a bunk bed that is designed for durability so that your kids won’t think
twice before starting the fun and frolic.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colors:

Dimensions: 198L x 155W x 170H cm

Elegant curved
structure

Mattress for
comfort

Sleeps three Super strong
structure

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

198 cm
98 cm

174 cm

198 cm
155 cm

174 cm



Inspired by children’s loving nature towards animals, the Bunny bed is
designed keeping in mind the fantasies of kids. When the kids outgrow
the bunk bed, can be used as two separate beds.
Dimensions: 190L x 94W x 175H cm

Bunny Single Bed                 FK SB 2305Bunny Bunk Bed            FK BB 6119 
Bunny is an adorable bed with a vibrant color. The design is inspired from
furry babies, the ears, nose and paws are crafted to have an adorable
look. Bunny will be the center of attraction for your kids.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colors:

Dimensions: 190L x 94W x 75H cm

Converts to
single bed

Adorable bunny
design

Galvanized
hardware

Adorable bunny
design

Bumblebee Paris Scarlet Pepsi Ivory

94 cm
190 cm

175 cm

94 cm

190 cm

75 cm



Mountains
design

Clouds
design

Colors:

Inspired by mountains and clouds, the Nature bed adds playfulness to
any bedroom raising its fun quotient and it a statement. Based on their
liking one can choose which side to use as headboard/footboard.
Dimensions: 198L x 98W x 75H cm

Origami Single Bed           FK SB 2290Nature  Single Bed            FK SB 2289
Inspired by paper planes and paper boats, the Origami bed adds quirkiness to
any bedroom raising its fun quotient and it a statement. Based on their liking
one can choose which side to use as headboard/footboard.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Dimensions: 198L x 98W x 75H cm

Plane
design

Boat
design

Bumblebee Paris Scarlet Pepsi Ivory

94 cm

198 cm

75 cm75 cm

198 cm
94 cm



Frolic
                 FK SB 2314

The frolic bed adds a touch of fun and charm
to bedtime. It's one of a kind headboard
design allows one to change it's cover when
one gets bored and tada! 
It changes into a new bed for a new night of
comfortable and gleeful sleep.

198 cm
94 cm

75 cm

Changeable Cushion
bed

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Remove
the cushion

Change the
cover

Put the cushion
back on

Dimensions: 198L x 94W x 75H cm

Watch the 
video



Colors:
© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Bumblebee Paris Scarlet Pepsi Ivory

Eat, sleep, change
repeat!

space printZoo print

Vintage car print Pop art print

Pine apple print Comic print

We offer 2 sets of covers with our bed from a
range of premium and eye catching prints
which are trendy and loved by kids.



Casting
knobs

Casting
knobs

Colors:

Tropical print
cushioned
headboard

Ted bed has colorful teddy bears printed fabric with a cushioned
headboard providing comfortable support. Your kids will adore this bed
and will surely raise the cuteness of the bedroom.

Teddy bear print
cushioned
headboard

Dimensions: 198L x 125W x 112H cm

Flora Prince Bed                    FK PB 3233Ted Prince Bed                     FK PB 3232
Inspired by plants, the flora bed brings in nature to the bedroom with its
beautiful printed fabric on the cushioned headboard. It's an alluring design that
would surely make your room attractive.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Dimensions: 198L x 125W x 112H cm

Bumblebee Paris Scarlet Pepsi Ivory

112 cm

198 cm

125cm

112 cm

198 cm

125cm



Inspired by the cassettes of 80’s & 90’s, the Cassette Bed has a backrest
designed at an angle with two upholstered cushions which provides
more comfortable seating when seated upright.

Soft cushions Bag holderInclined backrest Wire mesh with
accessories

Dimensions: 198L x 98W x 105H cm

Meraki Study Table          FK ST 1219Cassette Single Bed         FK SB 2292
‘Meraki’ is a sleek and sturdy workstation that delights you with it’s charm every
time you look at it. This table comes an open storage and a metal grid with trays
to take care of your books, photos, post-its and other knick-nacks.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colors:

Dimensions: 102L x 44W x 75H cm

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

112
 cm

198 cm

125cm

75
cm

102 cm
44 cm



With ‘Mysa’, the designer has mingled minimalism and an industrial look. It is
a super functional study table with bottom storage and a metal grid with
trays to take care of your books, photos, post-its and other knick-nacks.

Drawer
storage

Wire managerWire mesh
with accessories

Bag holder

Dimensions: 102L x 44W x 75H cm

Oblique Study Table            FK ST 1218Mysa Study Table           FK ST 1217
‘Oblique Desk’s slim proportions and simple design can fit into any kind of
work/study space. It’s got that play to it that gives it it’s style, class and
sophistication, top to toe. 

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colors:

Dimensions: 105L x 47W x 75H cm

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

75 cm

44 cm 102cm 105 cm47 cm

75 cm



Storage
basket

PLB top
and curved 

design

Sleek designStorage
shelf

Julian is a sleek study table that can easily fit into small spaces and
compliment any room that it is put in. It's contrasting combination of
white and black gives it a statement look.
Dimensions: 94L x 63W x 92H cm

Cambria Study Table            FK ST 1127Julian Study Table           FK ST 1126
Cambria study table is designed to keep in mind the functionality especially for
kids and teens to store all their stationary needs, this table is also useful for work
from home, or online classes.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Dimensions: 100L x 49W x 76H cm

Colors: Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

92
 cm

94 cm 63 cm

76 cm

100 cm
49 cm



Birmingham study table has a minimal design along with black and white
combination of metal and PLB, it also has a small shelf to store all your
desk needs.

Storage
shelf

PLB top
and curved 

design

Sleek design
Storage

shelf

Dimensions: 98L x 45W x 91H cm

Rio Study Table            FK ST 1124Birmingham Study Table           FK ST 1125
Rio study desk is a best buy if you can't get enough of the storage space, it's
the perfect desk storage with a small shelf given on top to store stationary
and other tid bits that a kid requires.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Dimensions: 106L x 50W x 90H cm

Colors: Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

91 cm

98 cm
45cm

90 cm

106 cm
50 cm



Locker Hanging
hook

Dimensions: 80L x 59W x 183H cm

Colors:

Door lockHanging
hook

Dimensions: 80L x 59W x 183H cm

Zeya provides generous storage space, it has a minimal and airy look,
with a light cappuccino color to blend into any room. This model has four
adjustable shelves to neatly organize your belongings your way.

Zeya Wardrobe (with locker)            FK HB 16020Zeya Wardrobe (without locker)          FK HB 16021
Along with a generous storage space, Zeya also provides a safe and
secure locker to store your valuables that need extra protection

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

183 cm

80 cm

183 cm

80 cm 59 cm



Locker Hanging
hook

Dimensions: 80L x 59W x 182H cm

Door lockHanging
hook

Dimensions: 80L x 59W x 183H cm

Rhine is a bold wardrobe that goes beyond simple storage. The doors
featurea striking circular pattern and rich maroon finish. Rhine is made
of high-quality metal. It is not only sturdy, but also easy to maintain.

Rhine Wardrobe (with locker)            FK HB 16018Rhine Wardrobe (without locker)          FK HB 16019
Along with a generous storage space, Rhine also provides a safe and secure
locker to store your valuables that need extra protection

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colors: Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

183 cm

80 cm

183 cm

80 cm 59 cm



 

Dining Table sets
Sofa sets
Sofa cum beds
Futon
Guest folding beds
Underbed storage

 

Designs inspired by the new generation
with a classic touch, bringing together
simplicity, comfort and functionality.
This collection will solve your every
living room furniture need.

 

Metallika living room 
collection

Where creativity 
meets living

Living room



Stylish legs

Tunis Dining Table Set            FK DT 11091
Tunis is an ideal dining set for your living home. Tunis dining table adds an extra
charm to your dinner spread. The alluring table has a top with stone finish and
tapered sturdy legs gives an ancient feel to your dining space.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colors:

Dimensions: 122L x 71W x 76H cm

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

FK DT 11066 FK CH 12039

Boston a flawless dining set, will give your living room a new trendy feel. An
absolute solicitous dining set for a family of four. Boston has a gleaming
personality of marble finish top with easy maintenance and durability. 

Stunning legsMarble finish
top

Dimensions: 122L x 71W x 76H cm

Boston Dining Table Set          FK DT 11092

FK DT 11050 FK CH 12040
Stone finish

top



Avalon Dining Table Set           FK DT 11093
Avalon is an ideal dining set for your living home. Avalon adds an extra charm to
your dinner spread. The alluring table has a top with cement finish and angled
sturdy legs gives an ancient feel to your dining space.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colors:

Dimensions: 91L x 91W x 76H cm

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

FK DT 11049 FK CH 12040

Helena an adorable dining set, will give your living room a new trendy feel.
An absolute solicitous dining set for a family of four. Helena has a
gleaming personality of wooden finish top with easy maintenance and
durability. 

Wood finish
top

Stylish legs

Dimensions: 91D x 76H cm

Helena Dining Table Set           FK DT 11094

FK DT 11048 FK CH 12039
Cement finish

top
Sleek metal legs



Miami Dining Table Set          FK DT 11101
Miami is an ideal dining set for your living home. Miami dining table adds an
extra charm to your dinner spread. The alluring table has a top with cement
finish and angled sturdy legs gives an ancient feel to your dining space.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colors:

Dimensions: 91L x 91W x 76H cm

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

FK CH 11049 FK CH 12041

Wood finish
top

Wooden seating
and back

Dimensions: 91D x 76H cm

Cement finish top Cushion seating

Omaha an adorable dining set, will give your living room a new trendy feel.
Having a set of 4 chairs similar makes it more familiar. Omaha has a
gleaming personality of wooden finish top with easy maintenance.

Omaha Dining Table Set          FK DT 11028

FK DT 11048 FK CH 12037



Aura has an amalgamation of timeless and trendy with a precarious balance
of function and flair. It’s lean, yet sturdy legs ensure it occupies less space
and still accommodates a lot. The table top is black toughened glass.

Black toughened
glass

Sleek
tapered legs

Dimensions: 90L x 90W x 75H cm

Aura Dining Table           FK DT 11096

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colors: Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

75 cm

90 cm

Glass
top

Livia Dining Table            FK DT 11095
Perfect for a chic city home, Livia dining table adds an extra oomph to your
dinner spread. To add to it, it even has a dainty and functional storage shelf to
store your cutlery and condiments. The table top is made of toughened glass.
Dimensions: 120L x 80W x 75H cm

75 cm

80 cm 120 cm

Shelf
storage



Duo is a creatively designed dining that fits
into small spaces and is ideal for modern
homes, its comfortably compact and stylish
with quality craftsmanship.

Two seater 
compact dining table                 FK DT 11102Duo
Dimensions: 90L x 50W x 77.5H cm

90 cm

77.5 cm

50
 cm

Angled back seat
design for comfort

Compact shelf
underneath

Super compact
design

Colors: Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory
© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved



Engage
Engage is a creatively designed dining
chair with state of the art upholstery and
utmost comfort so you can not only enjoy
your dinner but spend time with your
loved ones while being comfortable.

Upholstered dining 
chair 

Available as
Set of 4:  FK CH 12042
Set of 6:  FK CH 12043

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Dimensions: 44L x 44W x 98H cm

98 cm

44 cm44 cm



Colors:

Dimensions: 190L x 61W x 63H cm

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Alaa Sofa cum Bed                  FK SCB 8129
An elegant, modern sofa by day and a comfortable bed at night, allowing your
house guests to get a great night’s sleep. The Alaa sofa cum bed provides
decent under sofa storage. It is the perfect place to rest, watch TV and read.

63
 c

m

190 cm
61 cm

Sturdy
angled legs

PLB Top

Dimensions: 90L x 90W x 75H cm

Adore dining table is inspired by the phrase ‘simplicity is the ultimate
sophistication’. Beautifully finished, this dual tone table will complement
any décor style. 

Adore Dining Table           FK DT 11098

75 cm

90 cm

With
storage

Wooden
fascia



Wooden 
post

Unique
metal design

Colors:

With
storage

Abstract
design

Dimensions:  195L x 81W x 66H cmDimensions: 200L x 81W x 66H

Darwin is the best Sofa cum bed for a comfortable seating and an attractive
piece of furniture that can be a part of your living room. It has a fusion of
metal with wooden posts making it a statement piece.

Darwin Sofa cum Bed           FK SCB 8017

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Richmond Sofa cum Bed                  FK SCB 8035
Richmond is given a strong metal structure along with mattress and pillows. It
has a beautiful modern designed back that looks great when it's in bed position
giving your living room the ideal look

66
 c

m

195 cm 81
 cm

66
 c

m

200 cm 81
 cm



Bring in the nature into your living room with style with the Flora sofa. The
flora sofa would be the perfect accent piece that adds a tropical vibe to
your living room making it look young and lively.

Comfortable
seating

Tropical print
upholstery

Dimensions: 160L x 61W x 63H

Flora Sofa     FK SF 8130 

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colors: Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Recron
back

Tufted
cuchions

Felix Sofa     FK SF 8130
Designed for a modern family, the Felix sofa has a warm and casual look that
fits well into any living room. The sofa strikes a perfect balance between
comfort and clean design with rounded armrest and removable back cushions.
Dimensions: 160L x 61W x 63H cm

(PREMIUM) (ECO)

63
 c

m

160 cm
61 cm

63
 c

m

160 cm
61 cm



Soft cotton
mattress

Soft cotton
mattress

Stylish
handles

Colors:

Dimensions: 196L x 76W x 81H cm

Converts to
bed

Dimensions: 196L x 76W x 81H

Designed for a modern family, the Cleo futon adds stylish comfort to the
living room. It has a sturdy steel wire mesh frame which is accented with a
wood detail and topped with soft-trendy cotton mattress.

Neo Futon                   FK FU 8133Cleo Futon                 FK FU 8132
Neo futon is designed to effortlessly adapt from a stylish sofa into a
comfortable sofa bed, accommodating a quick nap or stay over guests. It has a
comfortable cotton mattress and a middle leg to provide extra support.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

81
 c

m

196 cm76 cm



Aristo
                 FK SB 2315

Divan bed
A quintessential amalgamation of the timeless
and the trendy. Aristo is designed in a
simplistic style along with a sublime balance
of form and function 

94 cm

206 cm

66 cm

Dimensions: 206L x 94W x 66H cm

Metal strip
design

Box storage
on hinges and

a handle

Storage space
in arm rest

Irish oak
Lorraine walnut

Bavarian Beech



Easy attachment
to convert to

queen

Sizeable clearance
under platform

Wire lattice 
frame

mattress arresters

Strap with 
buckle for

secure closure

3'' fabricated
foam mattress

Dimensions: 201L x 74W x 46H

Colors:

Dimensions: 188L x 79W x 32H cm

Minimalism meets functionality with the new Akaba bed. Packed in a small
box, this bed frame can be unfolded and assembled in minutes. Akaba has a
strong wire mesh body which can be used with any mattress.

Truckle Folding bed                   FK TB 16037Akaba Folding bed                 FK SB 2299
Truckle has been basically objectified for homes which demand intelligent
designs for small spaces. A sturdy metal frame that suits every interior. It has
easy mobility and ability to fold in half  & helps you sleep comfortably.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory



Mattress 
arrestor

Bed in folded 
position

Firm metal
construction to

keep shape intact

Dimensions: 190.5L x 85.5W x 61H

Colors:

Dimensions: 188L x 79W x 32H cm

Minimalism meets functionality with Opal bed which will have your guests
sleeping comfortably. With its quick setup and ability to fold in half when not
in use, this bed is easy to transport and is great for saving space.

Hive Under bed storage                 FK BU 16018Opal Roll away bed                 FK RB 16028
Hive is a foldable underbed storage with ample space to store your bed linen,
extra quilts, pillows and seasonal clothes. It has castors which makes it easy to
roll in and out and is fully covered, so that your stuff doesn’t collect dust.

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Strong velcro 
grip for 
closure

Casters for
easy

mobility

61
 c

m

190.5 cm
85.5 cm

188 cm
79 cm

32
 cm



Furniture that

tells a story..

 

Feeling rejuvenated is all about having a 
good night's rest. A key factor is to be as 
comfortable as can be in your own bed.
Discover our range of comfortable and 
different styles of beds that will surely
brighten up ypur room with trendy styles 
and aesthetics.

 

Theme based beds
Cushioned headboard beds
Classic beds
Four poster beds
Storage beds

 

Metallika bed room 
collection

Bedroom



Inspired by laid brick patterns, the Brick bed is a comfortable bed with a
patterned headboard. The Brick bed has a backrest designed at an angle
which provides more comfortable seating when seated upright.
Dimensions: Queen : 196L x 155W x 81H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 87H

Brick Bed                 FK DB 3224

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Unique brick
design

Strong 
structure

Inspired by bamboo stalks, the Bambus bed has a patterned and angled
ergonomic headboard. The gently sloping steel stalks give the bed a
minimalistic appearance and a sturdy stance, but above all comfort.
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 85H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 85H

Bambus Bed                 FK DB 3225

Unique bamboo
design

Inclined 
headboard

85 cm

198cm
155 cm

85 cm

198cm 155 cm



Adding fun to simplicity, the Oblique bed comes as an inspiration from the
word itself. The Oblique bed has an angled and a trendy headrest for
relaxed sitting and chilling or even working on your laptop. 
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 85H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 87H

Oblique Bed                 FK DB 3226

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Stylish oblique
design

Inclined
headboard

Indicating the essence of nature in your indoors, the Fern bed is a complete
decorous piece. Made with finesse and intricate design, Fern looks more
delightful than any other bed and vibes with diverse interiors.
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 85H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 85H

Fern Bed                 FK DB 3255

Inclined 
headboard

Skilfully designed
fern pattern

85 cm

198cm
155 cm

85 cm

155 cm

198cm

40% more loadability



Snug’s clean design gels and fits well with a variety of bedroom interiors and
styles. The charm of Snug bed is in it’s soft and inclined headboard provides
more comfortable upright seating when reading or watching a movie. 
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 85H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 85H

Snug Bed                 FK DB 3227

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Cushioned
headboard

Sleek design

Plush is a graceful imperial bed which gives you luxurious feel at your own
bedroom. The chic fabrication of the headboard adds comfort and class to
the modern lifestyle. Plush is a sturdy alluring metal bed.
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 136H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 136H

Plush Bed                 FK DB 3256Q - 4067K

Velvet finish
upholstery

Galvanized
hardware

85 cm

198cm
155 cm

136 cm

198cm
155 cm



Glitz

                 FK DB 3283

Glitz is a fusion of style and comfort 
with sophisticated upholstery that graces 
the whole bed, complimented by refined 
texture and attention to craftsmanship, 
this bed speaks utmost comfort and style.

Fully upholstered 
bed in premium velvet

                 FK LF DB 3286

Available in ply stead

Available in lift-on storage in wooden slats

160 cm212 cm

102 cm

Dimensions: Queen : 212L x 160W x 102H cm
                      King    : 212L x 190W x 102H cm
                      Single : 212L x 99W  x 102H cm



Bottle green Rustic brown Blush pink

Strong metal inner construction
fabric content - 100% Poly
care code - 
Certified fabric



Glam
Fully upholstered 
bed in fine fabric
Our classic upholstered bed in camp fabric 
in beautifully chosen high quality fabric to
suit urban homes.

Caramel brown

Fossil grey

Pale smoke



Harmony
Harmony is designed with elegance and sophisticated
grace, standing out for its vigorous and sturdy built. This
bed invites you to an immersive experience.

Fully upholstered 
bed in premium velvet

Dimensions: Queen : 212L x 160W x 130H cm
                      King    : 212L x 190W x 130H cm
                      

130 cm

212 cm160 cm

                 FK DB 3282

                 FK DB 5061



Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 94H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 94H

Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 152W x 38H
                      King    : 198L x 183W x 38H

There is no bed like the Kabul double bed. It has an angled ergonomic
headboard with strap on cushions which are super comfortable. The Kabul
bed is a haven for comfort, where sleep is just a blink away.

Kabul Bed                 FK DB 3186

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Curved designStrap on cushion 
headboard

The well-designed Purlin slat bed helps to keep body weight evenly
distributed and prevent sinking of mattress. Modern style & exquisite quality.
It has the provision to attach the HB and FB of our choice.

Purlin  Slat Bed                 FK DB 3251

Wooden 
slats

Middle legs for
better support

94
 cm

198cm
155 cm

HB leveler
for stability

 

Watch the 
video



Brawny platform bed is a budget bed frame suitable for every bedroom. The
bed has middle legs for better support and also the provision to attach
headboard and footboard of your choice. 
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 152W x 38H
                      King    : 198L x 183W x 38H

Brawny Platform Bed                 FK DB 3249

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Middle legs
for support

Compact packing
157 x 18 x 15 cm

 

The Burly platform bed is a well-built budget bed frame. The indestructible
bed which is designed for various type bedrooms. It has given us the
provision to attach the HB and FB of our choice.
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 152W x 38H
                      King    : 198L x 183W x 38H

Burly Platform Bed                 FK DB 3252

Strong beam
stead

Compact packing
157 x 13 x 15 cm

3x m
ore 

load
ab

ilit
y

3x m
ore 

load
ab

ilit
y



Spacious
storage

Wooden 
Posts

Lift on
storage

Curved
headboard

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite

Dimensions: Queen : 205L x 165W x 91H
                      King : 205L x 193W x 91H
                      

Oman bed is your best buy if you're looking for functionality and aesthetics in
one product with a stunning combination of wood and metal this bed also
provides a large amount of storage with lift on mechanism for ease.

Oman Lifton bed                 FK DB 5026

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Manilla is a bed designed with a unique curve which is given to its headboard
which is proven to provide support to your back while sitting which makes it
stand apart from other metal beds, along with ample storage.
Dimensions: Queen : 208L x 165W x 91H
                      King    : 208L x 193W x 91H

Manilla Lifton bed                 FK DB 5010

91  cm

208 cm
165 cm



Poise
                 FK DB 5059

USB Port

2 shelves 
for storage

 wire 
management

Lift on
storage

Poise is a  simple yet impactful design, maximum
utility and space saving. Poise double bed is a stylish
addition to any bedroom décor.
It's packed with functionality offering a USB slot to
charge your cell phones and other electronic devices
without any hassle with its wiring. The headboard
provides two shelves where you can keep your stuff
securely without worry. 

10
0

 cm

208 cm
155 cm

Dimensions: Queen : 208L x 155W x 100H
                      King    : 208L x 185W x 100H



Allen bolts &
metal edge

Grace                 FK DB 5060

Grace is the sister of our most lovable bed
poise, cleverly designed to fit any budget.
The robust frame of the headboard creates
an intriguing design providing ample of utility
and the wooden body with angled metal
edges gives it a quintessential look and feel.
This bed is a stand alone piece that is the
center of attention in every bed room. 

2 shelves 
for storage

Box
storage

10
0

 cm

208 cm
155 cm

Dimensions: Queen : 208L x 155W x 100H
                      King    : 208L x 185W x 100H



Unique curve
design

Strong &
sturdy stead

Stunning 
design

Strong beam
stead

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite

Dimensions: Queen : 205L x 160W x 111H

Atlanta is a skillfully crafted metal bed with beautiful curve accents which
gives the bed a statement look, this bed definitely catches the eye first
whenever you enter a room

Atlanta Bed                 FK DB 3006

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Lisbon is an astonishing design created with amazing intricacy and skill to
add a ravishing aesthetic value to any room that it is placed in. It has a
unique design which makes it a must buy.

Dimensions: Queen : 205L x 160W x 94H

Lisbon Bed                 FK DB 3083

111 cm

205 cm 160
 cm

94
 cm

205 cm 160
 cm



Abstract
design

Strong
structure

Strong
stead

Curvilinear
design

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite

Dimensions: Queen : 208L x 160W x 88H

Denver bed has a unique intricate design with curve rods creating a abstract
design with a similar headboard and footboard which gives it a statement
look and makes it an ideal and affordable piece in the room.

Denver Bed                 FK DB 3005

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Palma is designed using curvilinear metal patterns brought together with a
strong and durable design. It gives a both soft and bold look to a bedroom,
which makes it a must have in any bedroom

Dimensions: Queen : 208L x 160W x 96H

Palma Bed                 FK DB 3012

96 cm

208 cm
160 cm



Abstract
design

Strong
structure

Designer
headboard

Rectangular
wood post

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite

Dimensions: Queen : 205x 157W x 111H

Sevilla is created as a bed with abstract design bringing in modernism with
its skillfully crafted curve lines and the similar headboard and footboard
gives it an authentic look.

Sevilla Bed                 FK DB 3008

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Havana bed is an aesthetically pleasing design made with excellent quality
of wood and metal brought together with excellent craftsmanship, it has a
unique headboard that can provide support to the back while sitting.

Dimensions: Queen : 205L x 165W x 99H

Havana Bed                 FK DB 3032

99 cm

205 cm
165 cm



Middle leg
for support

Wooden
posts

Wooden
posts

Stunning 
design

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite

Dimensions: Queen : 208L x 160W x 88H
                      

Toronto is a design that is a fusion of two beautiful materials wood and
metal, this bed accentuates the metal design with its wooden posts creating
a bold yet sober design.

Toronto Bed                 FK DB 3127

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

A stunning amalgamation  of wooden posts with a beautiful metal design,
which is created using both curve and linear pattern that compliment each
other fully and would suit any bedroom.

Dimensions: Queen : 208L x 160W x 88H

Georgia Bed                 FK DB 104

88 cm

208 cm

160 cm

88 cm

208 cm
160 cm



Auric   Gold bed FK DB 3261



With a superior royal tone, the Auric bed is a
piece of beauty that will give your bedroom a
graceful charm. The castings on the striking
headboard and footboard, together gives a full
vintage look interior.

Royal gold 
finish

Ornamental
castings

Underbed
space

Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H



Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H

Ornamental
castings

Curved design
 

Knob and
castings

Strong stead

Influenced by the Victorian style, the Norway bed brings the beauty of
classic lines, simple style and solid colors. The delicate castings on the
footboard and headboard give the bed sophistication and glamour.

Norway Bed                 FK DB 3146

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Designed with elegance, the Brighton bed is a statement piece for your
bedroom. The grand headboard and footboard provides great strength to
the bed and accentuates the full metal construction of the poster bed.
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H

Brighton Bed                 FK DB 3147

12
2

 cm

198 cm 155 cm

12
2

 cm

198 cm
155 cm



Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H

Curved
designs

Ornamental
castings

Unique curve
design

Stunning
castings

Influenced by the Victorian style, the Abu-Dhabi bed brings the beauty of
classic lines, simple style and solid colors. The delicate castings on the
footboard and headboard give the bed sophistication and glamour.

Abu Dhabi Bed                 FK DB 3148

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

Designed with elegance, the Liverpool bed is a statement piece for your
bedroom. The grand headboard and footboard provides great strength to
the bed and accentuates the full metal construction of the poster bed.
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H

Liverpool Bed                 FK DB 3149

12
2

 cm

198 cm

155 cm

12
2

 cm

198 cm 155 cm



Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H

Beautiful
castings

Strong
stead

Curved designStrong
stead

The attractive Porto bed draws your attention through it’s sleek and
engaging design. Crafted in top quality, the majestic headboard ensures you
get maximum comfort without compromising on the appearance. 

Porto Bed                 FK DB 3150

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

The Madison Bed has an impressive design that creates a look that is stylish
and cozy at the same time. The bold headboard along with the intricate
castings on the spindles give this bed a truly opulent look. 
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H

Madison Bed                 FK DB 3151

12
2

 cm

198 cm
155 cm

12
2

 cm

198 cm
155 cm



Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H

Unique curved
design

Strong
stead

Knobs &
castings

Strong
Stead

Give a touch of sophistication to your surroundings with the Lincoln bed. The
gorgeously curved headboard blends very well with the rectilinear footboard,
offering all the support you need for a good night’s sleep. 

Lincoln Bed                 FK DB 3152

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

With a sleek & classic design, the Memphis bed adds style to any bedroom.
The delicate castings on the striking headboard and footboard, together
with the charming posters give a full vintage look to the design. 
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H

Memphis Bed                 FK DB 3153

12
2

 cm

198 cm 155 cm

12
2

 cm

198 cm 155 cm



Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H

Cushioned 
headboard

Curve design
in stead

Strong four
poster bed

Tufted headboard
design

Taking cues form the Victorian styled beds, the Bendigo bed is a stunner on
it’s own. Not only does the bed add grace to your room but also adds
comfort with the tufted-cushioned headboard.

Bendigo Bed                 FK DB 3191

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

The Riyadh double bed lives up to its name. It gives out a royal vibe with the
lavish design to make you feel like a king or a queen. Riyadh bed has an
upholstered-tufted headboard adding comfort and class to your bedroom.
Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 200H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 200H

Riyadh Bed                 FK DB 3192

12
2

 cm

198 cm 155 cm

2
00 cm

198 cm
155 cm



Dimensions: Queen : 198L x 155W x 122H
                      King    : 198L x 185W x 122H

Gold powder
coated knobs

Elegant
design

Aurum bed is designed with elegance, the bed is a statement piece for your
bedroom. The grand headboard and footboard provide great strength to the
bed and accentuates the full metal construction of the poster bed.

Aurum Bed                 FK DB 3250

© 2021, FurnitureKraft International Pvt. Ltd. All rights reserved

Colours :         Charcoal Graphite Chocolate Mulberry Cappuccino Ivory

About Metallika Furniture

Spirit & Style

Our team has worked hard to develop metal furniture that combines both form
and function. Due to the malleability of metal, we have the ability to create
countless design options. Unlike wood, metal furniture has a wide range of
colors to work with, from standard primary colors to custom-selected paints.
We guarantee high quality finishes that will 
suite your style.

Durability

Metal furniture lasts a long time because of its inherent properties. All our
furniture undergoes testing and treatment for rust and heat resistance. Metal
furniture can tolerate heavy usage and does not chip or damage easily. In
case there are any missing parts, these are easily replaceable. 

Value for Money 

Metal is affordable! Due to it’s strength and durability, metal generally lasts
longer than wood furniture and doesn›t run the risk of being exposed to
termites. All of our furniture is designed to fit in different room spaces, as we
provide flat packing solutions and easy to assemble instructions.



FURNITUREKRAFT INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
303, 3rd Floor, Vasan Udyog Bhavan, 
Sun Mill Compound, Lower Parel (West),
Mumbai, India (400 013)
www.metallikafurniture.com
sales@metallikafurniture.com
+91 84 2580 7774
+91 22 4062 2400-499

FurnitureKraft International is build on the basis of developing strong, robust furniture. Furniture Kraft
was established in 2004, We are cognizant of the varying needs of each of our clients. In order to
create personalized solutions, we have created individual brands – Metallika By FurnitureKraft – with a
variety of options under each to suit unique design and cost requirements. Our products are exported
internationally through a robust distribution network. We export our products across 25 countries, and
growing.

We proudly design and develop our entire range of furniture products in India. We combine creativity,
craftsmanship and technology to create motel furniture suited for customers seeking comfort and
affordable luxury.We source high quality metal raw materials from reputable Indian steel mills,
namealy JSW Steel Ltd and Tata Steel. We have gained considerable experience dealing with large
format retail companies and online stores, in India and abroad. Most of our materials are sourced
locally, ensuring high quality and reduced carbon footprint.

COUNTRIES WE EXPORT TO:

AUSTRALIA
BAHRAIN
BOLIVIA

CAMEROON
CHILE

CONGO
COTE D’IVOIRE

EGYPT
INDONESIA

IRAQ
ISRAEL

JORDAN
KENYA 
KUWAIT

LEBANON
MALAYSIA
MAURITIUS

NEW ZEALAND
OMAN
QATAR

ROMANIA

SAUDI ARABIA
SOUTH AFRICA

TAIWAN
THAILAND

U.A.E
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